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The allelic frequencies of nine Mendelizing genetic characteristics that control coat
colour, tabby and length and some skeletal abnormalities have been studied in tbur feral
domestic cat populations, two in the north of Catalonia (Girona and Roses & L'Estartit,
northeastern Spain) and two Adriatic Italian populations (Rimini and Venice). Using different
genetic and multivariate analyses (Nei's and Cavalli-Sferza and Edwards~s genetic distances,
phenograms and cladograms using different algorithms, strict consensus trees, canonical
population, principal coordinates and nonmetric multidimensional scaling analyses); I show
the genetic relationships between these populations and other Western European cat populations previously studied. In the Western European area comprising Catalonia, Italy, France
and Great Britain, 1 found significant spatial structure for the t t', I and W alleles and for the
average correlogram for the seven alleles studied as a whole using a spatial autocorrelation
analysis. The genetic distance matrices between these European cat populations also showed
a significant correlation with the geographical distance between these populations using
Mantel's test. These analyses showed that in each of these countries~ local cat populations have
characteristic genetic profiles which were different to neighbouring populations in nearby
countries. At least in this area of Western Europe, the geographical distances between cat
populations (although the' gone flow can be relatively high) is an important factor which can
explain differences in allele frequencies between these populations.

Abstract.
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1.

Introduction

As narrated by A.G. Searle (Lloyd and Todd 1989), the prodigious mind of
J.B.S. Haldane created the concept of studying domestic cat population genetics. In
1947, Haldane suggested to one of his students, Searle, to study London's cat
population. This first study was published in this same journal (Journal of Genetics;
Searle 1949). Since this first publication, numerous European domestic cat populations
have been studied in the last 45 years with respect to their allele frequencies in a group
of genes which control colour, coat pattern, and length and skeletal abnormalities.
Several characteristics make the domestic cat an ideal species for population-genetics
studies (Todd 1977; 1978): the Mendelian inheritance of these genes, complete or nearly
For correspondence: Dr Manuel Ruiz-Garcia, CIGEEM, Avd. V~rgen Montserrat 207 60 1'~,
Barcelona 08026, Spain, and/or Departamento de Biologia, Facultad de Ciencias, Pontificia
Universidad Javeriana, Cra 7a No. 43-82, Bogota D.C., Colombia.
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complete penetrances, easy phenotypic and genotypic diagnosis made by a trained
observer, the fact that the reproductive behaviour in this species is not controlled by
humans, fast population growth in hmnan-created habitats, and its worldwide distribution.
In the present work, I analyse three questions.
(i) the genetic analysis of two northern Catalonian cat populations (Spain) very near to
the French border, and the possible genetic relationships with the French cat populations previously studied: Until the late 1980s, there were few data about Spanish cat
populations, especially for urban populations. Only three reports about Spanish cats
had been published: a rural population in Arag6n (n--200 cats; Dreux and Saumet
1981), one in C~tdiz (n=66 cats; Todd and Lloyd 1984), and another in Benidorm
(n--43 cats; Robinson 1971). These few reports (two of them with very small sample
sizes with one probably not representative) were not very useful to make comparative
genetic studies with other European cat populations. In other European countries,
however, a large number of cat populations were studied. These studies made important contributions to cat genetics: Scotland (28 cat populations examined; Clark 1975,
1976), England and Eire (36 populations; Robinson and Silson 1969; Gruffydd-Jones
et al. 1979; Lloyd 1979; Todd and Lloyd 1979; Todd et al. 1979; Blumenberg and Lloyd
1980; Robinson 1987). France (16 populations; Dreux 1967, 1971, 1975, 1979, 1981,
1986; Genermont 1978), and Greece and Turkey (16 populations; Todd et aI. 1974,
1977; Todd and Todd 1976; Todd and Kunz 1977). Recognizing the lackof information
about Iberian and Balearic cat populations, the author has sampled 30 populations in
these areas since 1987. This research has provided a very precise knowledge about the
genetic composition of the cat populations in certain areas of the Iberian Peninsula (see
Ruiz-Garcia 1988, 1989, 1990a,b,c,d, 1991, 1993, 1994a; Ruiz-Garcia and Klein 1995).
One of the best known areas, from the genetic viewpoint, is Catalonia (northeastern
portion of the Iberian Peninsula). All the populations studied in this area show
a relatively high genetic homogeneity. Curiously, these Catalonian cat populations
have genetic distances not closely related to the remaining populations studied in
Western Europe (especially with French and English populations). These Catalonian
populations, on the contrary, have a high genetic similarity with Balearic, Greek,
Turkish and North African populations. This pattern of similarities supports the
existence of an important genetic gap between Catalonian cat populations and the
nearby French populations at Arles, Le Cailar, Aimarques, Marseille and Nice.
However, the Catalonian populations sampled were located in the central and southern
areas of Catalonia. What then is the genetic relationship among the northern Catalonian
cat populations and the nearby French cat populations? Will these northern Catalonian
populations maintain a strong si~Nlarity with other populations sampled in central and
southern Catalonia? Or, on the contrary, will they have a stronger genetic similarity with
southern French populations? Is there a drastic separation, from a genetic point of view,
between these two 'gene pools' (Catalonian and French) or is there a hybrid transition zone
between them? As much as there is a rough gap, or a hybrid transition zone, where does it
happen? In the north of Catalonia or in the south of France? To answer, some of these
questions, if partially, I have studied the allelic frequencies in three localities placed in the
north of Catalonia. These populations are Girona, Roses & L'Estartit (Province of Girona;
northeastern Iberian Peninsula). However, due to the small sample sizes obtained in these
two last localities, the genetic profiles of Girona and the union of the samples of Roses
& L'Estartit to compare them with the genetic profiles of other Catalonian and Western
European populations previously studied were chosen.
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(ii) Theanalysis of two Italian cat populations: One of them, Venice, was sampled by Searle
(1966). Twentyfive years later, I have again sampled Venice's cats to analyse if 25 and 40
generations, approximately, in the life of the cats, is enough to produce any change in the
allele frequencies of this population. Another Italian population was studied in the Adriatic
city of Rimini. I wish to investigate if these populations had similar genic frequencies to
those found in other Italian cat populations previously studied.
(iii) To determine the possible spatial structure in seven alleles which control colour,
pattern and length of the coat in the cat populations in Western Europe.
2.

2.1

Materials and methods

Cat populations and alleles studied

A total of 259 cats were observed in the populations of Girona (n = 159 cats) and
Roses & L'Estartit (n= 100 cats) (north of Catalonia, northeastern Spain) during
October 1992 and July 1993. Another 662 cats were sampled in the Italian populations
of Rimini (n= 518 cats) and Venice (n= 144 cats) during July 1991. Each cat sarnpled
was either a stray, an alley cat, a feral cat or a 'pseudo-wild'. Careful measures were
taken in order not to repeat samples from a cat previously examined. The majority of
the cats analysed were probably not related to each other.
Cat phenotypes were recorded directly from observations of the animals, and the
genetic nomenclature used was in accordance with the Comnaittee on Standardized
Genetic Nomenclature for Cats (1968). The genetic characteristics included in this
study were the following: the sex-linked 0(O, o; orange vs non-orange) and the
autosomal loci A(A, a; agouti vs non-agouti), T( T", t +, tb; Abyssinian vs mackerel vs
blotched tabby), D (D, d; intense colour vs dilute colour), L (L, l; short hair vs long hair),
S (S,s; white spotting vs non-white spotting), W( W, w; dominant white vs normal
colour), C (C, cS; full colour vs Siamese), and M (M, m; Manx vs normal tail). The
inheritance of these factors is Mendelian with cornplete or nearly complete penetrance
(see Robinson 1977; Wright and Walters 1982; Ruiz-Garcia 1994a). Since the sex of all
the animals could not be determined, a maximum-likelihood approximation proposed
by Robinson and Silson (1969) and Robinson (1972) was used, assuming a 1:1 sex ratio,
to estimate the frequency of O alMe: p(O)= (2a+b)/2N, where a is the number of
orange (0/O and O / - ) phenotypes, b the number of tortoiseshell (O/+) phenotypes
and N the total sample size for this locus. This assumption was probably valid becuse
some of the samples were sexed and there was no significant departure from a 1:1 sex
ratio. The standard error for the estirnate ofp (O) was obatined by the formula used by
Robinson and Manchenko (1981): ~/p (2 - 3p)/(3 - 4p) N. A X2 test was used to analyse
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at the 0 and S loci. Unfortunately, these are the only
loci where we can distinguish betwen homozygotes and heterozygotes. The remaining
loci show dominant-recessive patterns. At the S locus, I considered the non-white
spotting animals as ss (homozygotes), the animals with the spotting grades 1-5 as
heterozygotes (Ss), and the animals with white spotting grades 6 - 9 as homozygotes
(SS) (Dreux 1975).
Recessive mutant frequencies (q) were taken as the square roots of observed
phenotypic fl'equencies, while dominant mutant frequencies (p) were taken as 1 - q .
Standard errors were given by the formulae ~ / 1 - q 2 / 4 N and x/(2-p)p/gN for
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recessive and dominant alleles respectively. Sample sizes for the various loci were
different due to epistatic phenomena. Orange is epistatic to agouti, non-agouti is
epistatic to tabby and dominant white is epistatic to all other coat colours. Furthermore, some diagnoses were difficult or impossible to make due to high grades of
S and/or unfavourable viewing conditions. Allelic fi'equencies for seven loci (O, A, T, D,
L, S, W) were used in most of the study. M and c ~ were not included in these analyses
because they were exotic characters and/or rarely found above trace levels.
Two groups of European populations were used as controls to compare their genetic
profiles with those reported here. The first group was composed of 14 populations. The
second one was composed of 47 populations (14 populations previously referred to
above and 33 other populations). The names of all these populations can be seen in
figures 1 and 3. These two groups were used to determine the stability of a classification.
A stable classification should not be modified when new operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) and/or variables are included (Sokal et al. 1984).
2.2

Genetic heterogeneity

Using a group of 14 European cat populations (including Girona, Roses & L'Estartit,
Rimini and Venice), I obtained Wright's Fsv statistic (Wright 1951, 1965) to measure
genetic heterogeneity. To test the significance of this statistic, a chi-square (7~2) for an
M x N contingency table with (M -- 1)(N - 1) degrees of fieedom was used, where M is
the number of populations and N the number of alleles. To test if each one of the
analysed loci contributed with the same heterogenetity, I used the Fisher-Snedecor
F test (Kajon et aI. 1992).
Using the FST statistic, I obtained some indirect theoretical estimates of N m (the
product of effective population size and the migratory rate per generation) assuming an
infinite island model (Nm = [(1/Fs-r)- 1]/4; Wright 1951, 1965) and an n-dimensional
island model (Nma = [(1/FsT ) - 1]/4[n/(n-- 1)I 2, n being the number of populations
taken into account; Takahata 1983; Crow and Aoki 1984).
2.3

Spatial autoeorrelation

A spatial autocorrelation analysis was used to describe the spatial structure in the genetic
heterogeneity of seven loci analysed in the 14 European cat populations studied. This
method has been described by Sokal and Oden (1978a,b), Sokal and Wartenberg (1981,
1983), Sokal et aI. (1986, 1987, 1989), Ruiz-Garcia (1993, 1994a, b, 1996) and Ruiz-Garcia
and Jordana (1997). There are four analytical procedures that can be applied to do an
overall spatial autocorrelation analysis: (i) Estimation of genetic heterogeneity using chisquare values of an M x N contingency table with ( M - 1 ) ( N - 1 ) d e g r e e s of freedom. (ii)
Computation of the autocorrelation coefficients and correlograms. I used two statistics:
Moran's I index (Moran 1950) and Geary's c coefficient (Durbin and Watson 1950). To
use these statistics, populations must be connected using some type of network which
shnulates as realistically as possible the relationships which exist between them. In this
case, all pairs of localities were connected in the different specified distance classes
(a Gabriel-Sokal network showed similar results). I defined five distance classes (DC):
IDC = 0-393 kin; 2DC = 393-786 km; 3DC = 786-1180 kin; 4DC = 1180-1573 kin;
5 D C = 1573-1966km. The criteria used to choose each particular distance class were
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constant geographical sizes and a number of distance classes which optimized the allocation of locality pairs (a relatively equal number of point pairs) among distance classes. This
minimizes comparisions between distance classes represented by inadequate samples.
Other spatial autocorrelation analysis were carried out with different numbers of distance
classes. In all cases, I obtained the same results. A binary connection matrix was constructed according to Sokal and Oden (1978a). To determine statistical significance for
autocorrelation coefficients, the Bonferroni procedure was used (Oden 1984). (iii) Analysis
of similarity between the variable surfaces. This similarity of gene surfaces has been studied
using the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (r). I calculated the percentage
of significant con'elations between variable pairs to verify a 5% type I error (Sokal e~ al.
1987). (iv)Analysis of similarity between correlograms. To determine the similarity between
correlograms, I computed matrices of average Manhattan distances (Sneath and SokaI
1973) between autocorrelation coefficients calculated for the seven genetic variables. This
analysis is useful to investigate whether the genetic variables have undergone the same
evolutionary spatial pressure or if each variable is affected by different evolutionary spatial
events. Sokal and Wartenberg (1983) and Sokal et al. (1986, 1989) have shown using
simulation studies that pairs of correlograms generated by the same evolutionary spatial
processes have aVerage Manhattan distances lower than 0" 1 using Moran's I index and
lower than 0-2 for Geary's e coefficient. Therefore I considered the percentage of Manhattan
dist~ce values lower than these values between correlogram variables pairs to compare
against a 5% type I error. A significant percentage over this 5% type I error will mean that
them are evolutionary spatial events affecting simultaneously the different Nleles studied.
2.4

Genetic distances

In this study two genetic distances were used. The first was Nei's genetic distance (Nei
1972, 1978). This is the only distance that has a direct linear relationship with the genic
substitution rates and with their accumulation in the genome as the two populations
diverge. The other distance used was Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards's (1967) chord distance.
These were chosen due to the conclusions obtained by Nei et aI. (1983). These authors,
assuming a constant evolution rate, concluded the following: (i) Nei's distance offers
a better estimation for branch lengths in a dendogram when a UPGMA (unweighted
pair-group method) algorithin is used. (ii) The dendrograms using Cavalli-Sforza and
Edwards~ (1967) distance, using a UPGMA algorithm (phenetic analysis) and Wagner
method (cladogenic analysis; Farris 1972), produce the most likely topology of the tree.
2.5

Phenograms and cladograms

Using these two genetic distances, different kinds of dendrograms were constructed
to explain the genetic relationship in two sets of comparisons: (i) the four populations
reported here in one case with 10 other European populations, and (ii) these four
populations with 43 other European populations. To generate the different phenetic
analyses, I used UPGMA, SINGLE (single-linkage clustering) and COMPLETE (complete-link method) procedures. The description of these algorithms can be found in
Sneath and Sokal (1973). To generate clad ograms, I used the 'neighbour-j oining' method
(Saitou and Nei 1987). This method show trees without origin root. For this reason,
I used the 'midpoint rooting' method (Farris 1972) to produce a tree with direction.
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For most of these dendograms, I obtained goodness-of-fit statistics to analyse
differences between the original genetic distance matrices (input) and the patristic
distance matrices (output). The following goodness-of-fit statistics were used:
a cophenetic correlation coefficient (Sneath and Sokal 1973), Farris's (1972) F, Prager
and Wilson's (1976) F, and Fitch and Margoliash's (1967) standard deviation.
To establish a consistent classification, it is important to apply a series of statistical
techniques to the dendrograms obtained. One way of doing this was to introduce additional OTUs and to verify if the same relationships previously observed were maintained
(Sokal et al. 1984). A second method was to obtain consensus trees, using a consensus strict
technique (Rohlf 1982). Using this technique, the only clusters included were those present
in all trees. When only two trees are compared, this method is identical to the 'majority rule'
consensus (Margush and McMorris 1981). I also calculated different indices to establish
the degree of similarity between dendograms that configure a particular consensus tree.
I used the following indices: Colles's, Mickevich's (1980), and Schuh and Farris's (1981).
2.6

Canonicalanalysis of populations

This method separates groups along axes with high discrimination power (canonic axes)
using the Mahalanobis distance (Cuadras 1991). This analysis is based on two hypotheses:
(i) There is homogeneity between all covariance matrices corresponding to the population
groups (I used a maximum-likelihood test). (ii) The means of the lc groups are significantly
different. To contrast this hypothesis, I used Wilks's A and the associate value of the
Fisher-Snedecor F test by means of the approximation of Rao (1951).
Subsequently, I made a canonical transformation and found the eigenvalues and the
significance of the first canonical axes using Bartlett's test. Moreover, [ calculated the
factorial structure of the canonical variables, the canonical representation, and the
radius of the confidence regions (for a 90% level). The expression for the radius is
R,:,/N 1/2, where R 2. = F~(N-. k ) n / ( N - k - n + 1), with P(F > F~.)~= 1 - e for the FisherSnedecor distribution with n and N - k - n - 1 degrees of freedom (N = total population number, k = number of population groups, and n =nurnber of variables).
Two canonical analysis of populations were conducted. For the first, I considered six
groups: (i) a group composed of Girona, Roses & L'Estartit (north Catalonia), (ii)
a group composed of 13 Catalonian and Balearic populations, (iii) a group composed of
four Italian populations, (iv) a group composed of Rimini and Venice (Adriatic Italy),
(v) a group composed of 17 French populations, and (vi) a group cmaposed of nine
British populations. In the second analysis, Girona, Roses & L'Estartit, Rimini and
Venice were considered independently. This analysis permitted us to know the position
of these Catalonian and Italian populations, with respect to the remaining populations.
2.7

Principal coordinate and nonmeeric muhidimensional scaling analyses

Principal coordinate analyses were developed using the Gower (1966) procedure. In
this analysis, I used Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards's (1967) distance and 47 populations.
A nonmetric multidimensional scaling analysis was also applied (Kruskal 1964) using
Nei's distance and 14 populations. A graphic matrix ('minimum spanning tree') was
superimposed (Gower and Ross 1969; Rohlf 1970) to see the probable local distortion
generated by this dimensional reduction process.
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2.8 Mantel's test and nol,Tparametric regressions between genetic distances and
geographic distancesJbr 14 European populations
Mantel's test (Mantel 1967) was used to detect possible relationships between Nei's
(1972) genetic distance matrices and the geographic distance matrices for the 14
European cat populations studied in the previous analysis. In this study, Mantel's
statistic was normalized according to Smouse et al. (1986). This technique transforms
the static into a correlation coefficient. The geographic distance measure used was the
great circle distance (Spuhter 1972):
D = arcos [cos Xci!.cos X~i/+ sin Xii i. sin Xu.cos [ Y~it'Y~jll],
where X00 and Y~olare the latitude and longitude of the nth populations respectively.
I used linear, logarithmic, exponential, and power-function regressions. The significance of the correlations obtained was tested using a Monte Carlo simulation (with
2000 permutations) and using an approximate Mantel t-test. I also obtained regression
equations between the genetic distances and the geographic distances. Additionally,
Table 1. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium applied at the O and S loci in the feral cat populations of Girona, Roses, L'Estartit (and Roses & L'Estartitl (northeastern Spain) and Rimini
and Venice (Adriatic Italy).
Orange(O)
Locality

;~2

Probability

Girona

0'047

NS

Roses

0.824

NS

L'Estartit

0'361

NS

Roses &
L'Estartit
Rimini

1.475

NS

0'522

NS

Venice

0"039

NS

Locality

22

Probability

Girona

1-997

NS

Roses

0.989

NS

L'Estartit

0"717

NS

Roses &
L'Estartit
Rimini

1"707

NS

1'819

NS

Venice

0.006

NS

O/0 and O / Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected

19
18.548
9
7'812
3
2'496
12
10.087
36
33'805
8
8.303

0/o
23
23.902
7
9'375
3
4-006
10
13-824
48
52"388
14
13.393

o/o and o / 99
98.548
34
32"812
35
34"496
69
67"087
389
386.806
118
118.303

White spotting (S)

NS, not significant

ss

Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected
Observed
Expected

71
67-422
24
22.445
19
17-778
43
40'218
256
250.200
88
87'851

Ss

53
60.158
19
22-110
16
18-439
35
40"557
176
186.620
45
45-312

SS

17
t 3.419
7
5-445
6
4.781
13
10.225
41
35.174
6
5"843
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TabLe 2. Mutant phenotypes observed (MPO), mutant allele fi'equencies (MAF) and standard errors (SE) of the cat samples studied in Girona, Roses & L'Estartit (northeastern Spain)
and Rimini and Venice (Adriatic Italy). O = Orange, a = non-agouti, #' = blotched tabby,
d = dilution, I = long hair, S = white spotting, W= dominant white, d = Siamese, M = Manx.
Population

Allele

No. of cats studied

MPO

M A F + SE

Girona

O
a
t ~'
d
1
S
W
c '~
M

141
122
85
137
142
141
142
158
140

19(O/?) 23(0/o)
54
5
2
3
70
1
17
1

0.216 _+0.036
0.665 _+0'034
0-242__0-053
0.121 __0.042
0-145 + 0-041
0.290-+ 0.029
0"003 __0-003
0-328 _4-0.037
0'0036___ 0.0035

Roses &
L'Estartit

0
a
th
d
I
S
W
c~

91
78
39
91
91
91
91
100

12(O/?) 10(O/o)
52
2
0
2
48
0
9

0"187_+0.036
0-816 + 0"033
0"226 _+0"078
0.000
0-148__+ 0-052
0"312_+0"038
0"000
0"300-1-0.048

M

--

--

__

Rimini

O
a
tb
d
I
S
W
cs
M

473
436
277
464
479
473
485
506
484

36(0/?) 48(O/o)
200
40
77
24
217
12
33
1l

0"127_+0-013
0-677-+0-014
0.380_+0-024
0.407 _ 0,018
0.224 + 0.020
0-264 • 0.030
0-012_+0.032
0-255 + 0"019
0"0114__0"032

Venice

0
a
tb
d
t
S
W
c "~
M

140
132
98
140
144
139
144
140
144

8 (0/9.) 14(0/o)
41
7
16
5
51
4
0
1

0-107 + 0.022
0"557_+ 0"029
0"267_+ 0-043
0'338 -+ 0.034
0' 186 + 0-037
0-204-+0"056
0'014_+0"058
0.000
0.0034_+0.058

using the Spearman and Kendall nonparametric tests and using Dietz's permutations
(2000), I calculated the relationship between genetic and geographic distances.

3.

3.1
Both

Results

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and genic frequencies
the

Catalonian

O and

S loci were apparently

and Italian populations

in Hardy-Weinberg

equilibrium

in the

s t u d i e d ( t a b l e 1). N o s i g n i f i c a n t d i f f e r e n c e s w e r e
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Table 3. Analysis of gcnic heterogeneity (Wright's FST statistic) and gene flow
(Nm = gene flow for an infinite island model [Wright 1951] and Nmc~ = gene flow for
a n-dimensionalisland model ETakahata 19831) applied to the m acrogeographic study
of 14 European cat populations.
Locus

FST

;(2

df

Prob.

Nm

Nine

O
a
tb
d
l
S
W
Mean

0-022
0.017
0"211
0.052
0.055
0.010
0.003
0'069

577.875*
164.630"
3246.278*
311-652"
968.421'
146.756"
52-795*
5468-426*

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
91

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0-00000
0.00000
0"00000
0.00000
0-00000

11.11
14.46
0-93
4.56
4.29
24.75
83-08
--

9-58
12-46
0-81
3.93
3-70
21.34
71.64
--

*P < 0.001
Direct mean values of gene flow: Nm = 3-73, Nine = 2'91.

detected. The phenotypic frequencies, the allelic frequencies and the standard errors for
Girona, Roses & L'Estartit, Rimini and Venice are shown in table 2.
The comparision of the genetic profile of Venice's cat population sampled by Searle
(1966) and that reported here is very interesting. Of seven allelic comparisons (0, a, t z', d,
S, Wand c'), only one allele differed significantly, t l' (0.48 vs 0.27; )~2= 10.69, 1 df,
P < 0.001). The remaining alleles did not significantly differ: O (0-06 vs 0.11), a (0-58 vs
0"56), d (0'35 vs 0.34), S (0.26 vs 0.21), W(0.010 vs 0.014) and c ~ (0.07 vs 0).

3.2

Geneticheterogeneity

The seven alleles showed significant genetic heterogeneity for the 14 European
populations sampled (table 3). The global mean value (FsT = 0-069, E)~2 = 5468-426, 91
df, P < 0'000001) is highly significant. However, relatively, this Fsv is not high when
compared to the values observed in other organisms. The indirect theoretical estimate
of gene flow as a whole (Nm = 3) was relatively important.
Another outstanding result was the relative variability in the amount of genetic
heterogeneity contributed by each locus. For instance, the alleles which introduced the
least heterogeneity were W( Fsv = 0.003) and S (Fsv --- 0.010), while t b introduced most
of the genetic heterogeneity (Fsv = 0.211). There was a strong and significant diversity
regarding the genetic heterogeneity introduced by each locus tested by the FisherSnedecor F test.
3.3

Phenogramsand cladograms

3.3.1 14qth14 European populations
Two phenograms for the 14 European populations can be seen in figure 1. The
SINGLE phenogram with N ei's distance shows two main groups. One group is
composed of the Catalonian, Balearic and Italian populations. The second group is
composed of the French and English populations. After comparing six different
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Figure 1. Phenetic analyses of 14 European cat populations. (a) SINGLE phonetic analysis
using Nei's (1972) genetic distance. Cophenetic correlation coefficient 1"=0-75752; r = 7.418,
P = 0-0000. Monte Carlo simulation (2000 permutations), one-tail probability P = 0.00005.
(b) Strict consensus tree using the U P G M A , S I N G L E and C O M P L E T E algorithms with
Nei's (1972) and Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards's (1967) genetic distances. Colles's consensus
index=0"58333; Mickevich's consensus index=0"30952; Schuh & Farris's consensus index = 25.

dendrograms using three algorithms and two different genetic distances by means of
a strict consensus tree, I observed consistency in some of the emerging clusters: (a)
Barcelona and Ciudadela, (b) Palma Majorca and Rimini, and (c) all of the complete
cluster of French and English populations. This probably means that the French and
English populations maintained a more constant and structured genetic relationship
between them than those observed between Catalonian, Balearics and Italian populations. The Colles, Mickevich, and Schuh and Farris indexes of this strict consensus tree
can be seen in figure 1.
In figure 2, a tree using the 'neighbour-joining' method with the Cavalli-Sforza and
Edwards distance is shown. This analysis showed two groups. The first cluster included
Girona, Roses & L'Estartit, Barcelona and Ciudadela (three Catalonian and one
Balearic populations). A second cluster included Palma Majorca and all Italian,
French and British populations. Nevertheless, this analysis showed a very low
cophenetic correlation coefficient (r = 0"51).
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Figure 3. U P G M A phenetic analysis using Nei's (t 972) genetic distance. Cophenetic correlation coefficient r = 0.6835 t = 19,491 P = 0,0000; Monte Carlo simulation (2000 permutations): P = 0"0005 (one-tail).

Evidently, the Catalonian populations reported here (Girona, Roses & L'Estartit)
are very much close to the other Catalonian and Balearic cat populations than to
the French ones. On the other hand, the Italian populations reported here showed
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an intermediate position between the Catalonian and the French and English
populations.
3.3.2

lddth47 European populations

In figure 3, a U P G M A phenogram with the Nei distance is shown. This analysis shows
approximately the same pattern as that observed in the case of 14 populations. We observed two main clusters. One cluster included the Catalonian, Balearic and Italian populations
(except the Italian population of Bordigera) and a French population (Croissette). The
other cluster included all of the French populations (except that cited above), the Italian
population of Bordigera, and the British ones. This Italian population is located very near
to the border with France. For this reason, its inclusion in this duster is not surprising. In
the first main cluster there were two other groups. One group included the Catalonian and
Balearic population (except Palma Majorca). The other group included the Italian
populations and the population of Palma Majorca (this last event was previously observed
by Ruiz-Garcia 1990c) and the French population of Croissette. The second main duster is
divided into two groups. One group included the French populations (plus the Italian
population of Bordigera); the other, the British populations. The cophenetic correlation
coefficient, although highly significant ( P = 0.0005), showed a relative poor fit (r = 0.6835)
and is lower than the value calculated for the 14-population case (1-= 0-788).
3.4

Population canonical, principal coordinate, and nonmetric multidimensional scaling

ana~ys~s
The results obtained with two different population canonical analyses can be seen in
figure 4. The first hypothesis of this analysis (the existence of homogeneity between all
covariance matrices from the population groups) is rejected in both analyses. However,
when the covariances matrices were examined in detail, I observed that an important
fraction of their elements had the same sign. This would not cause much distortion. On
the other hand, the first canonical analysis showed a A = 0.0113 and F = 8" 148 with 25
and 149 df (being F = 1"5023 with a = 0-05). Consequently, the second hypothesis that
the representative means of the six population groups are equal was rejected. In the
second canonical analysis, I also observed that there were significant differences
between population groups (A = 0-0083 and F = 5-51 with 49 and 171 dr, being the
critical region with a significant level of c~= 0.05 of 1.4287).
In figure 4a, both north Catalonian populations showed, undoubtedly, a higher
genetic similarity with the group of Catalonian and Balearic populations as well as
a strong divergence from the French group data. The group of Rimini and Venice was
highiy overlapped with the group of other Italian populations. In figure 4b, it can be
seen that the sample of Girona was more similar to the Catalonian and Balearic
population groups than the sample of Roses & L'Estartit. Rimini was more similar to
the remaining Italian populations than Venice was. This population showed certain
similarity trend with the Catalonian populations.
In the first analysis, the two first canonical axes explained 95.89% of the variability.
The variable with the highest correlation with the first canonical component was t b
(r = 0"9034), which is in accordance with the Fsr statistic. In the second analysis, the
two first canonical axes explained 98.48% of the variability. Likewise t b (r -- 0.8694)
showed the highest correlation with the first canonical component.
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Figure4. Canonical population analyses (CPA). (a) CPA with Oirona and Roses
& L'Estartit in one group and Rimini and Venice in other group. (b) CPA where Girona, Roses
& L'Estartit, Rimini and Venice Were independently taken.

The principal coordinate analysis, using the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards distance
and with a superimposed MST for 47 populations and using two coordinates axes,
clearly showed that Girona, Roses & L'Estartit were more genetically related to the
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Figure& (a) Principal coordinates analysis with Gower's (1966) method. First principal
coordinate vs third principal coordinate using Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards's (1967) genetic
distance with a MST superimposed in the study of 47 European cat populations. (b)
Nonmetric multidimensional scaling using Nei's (1972) genctic distance with 14 European cat
populations studied.

remaining Catalonian and Balearic populations than to the French populations
(figure 5a).
The nonmetric multidimensional scaling analysis (figure 5b), using 50 iterations,
showed a final stress of 0-0346 and very nice goodness of fit. This analysis showed that
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Table 4. Spatial autocorrelation corrclograms using M o r a n ' s I index and Geary's c coefficient of the seven alleles analysed in this study (O, a, F', d, l, S, W; see text) and average
correlogram for five distance classes for 14 European cat populations. Distance classes in
kilometres. C P R O = global correlogram probability.
Allele

393 k m

786 k m

0
a
t ~'
d
/
S
W

0.02
0"20
0-52**
-0"07
0-27*
-0-15
0'88**
0.24

0.14
- 0'05
0.07
-0'25
0'22*
-0'15
-0'33
-0-05

I 180 k m

1573 [{i-11

1966 k m

CPRO

- 0.19
- 0'32
-0'45
-0.25
- 0.69 *.4'
-0'35
0.25
-0.27

-0.02
- 0'56"
- 1"08"*
0-01
-0.49*
0'11
0" 11
-0.28

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

= 0-436
= 0-108
= 0'000
= 0.510
= 0'03i
=0"735
= 0'000

1'08
1-05
1'41
0-56
2"28**
1"43
1-03
1.27

0" 51
2" 12
2-20**
0"75
1'09
1'88
0'45
1.29

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

=
=
=
-=
=
=

lVloran's I index

Mean

-0.26
- 0'05
-0'16
0.08
- 0" 17
0.06
-0"65**
-0-16

Geary's c coefficient
O
a

t lJ
d
I
S
W
Mean

0" 77
0'63
0'41"*
1"52
0'70
0-72
0"16"*
0-70

0"95
0"65
0'8 l
1"21
0'47
0"94
1'11
0.88

1"28
I-17
1 "04
0"75
1"08
0'83
1'56"
1.10

0"270
0"498
0-002
0"496
0"020
0-294
0"006

* P <0"05; * * P < 0"01

Venice is the Western European population with more affinity with some Catalonian
populations. The results were very similar to those observed in previous analyses.
3.5
3.5.1

Spatial autocorrelation analysis
Autocorrelation coefficients and correlograms

A total of 25.71% of the autocorrelation coefficients using Moran's I index were
significantly (14.28% in the case of Geary's c coefficient; table 4). This is a value
significantly higher to a 5% type I error. Therefore, there is a significant overall
structure in the spatial trend of the seven loci studied. The t b, l and Walleles showed
significant overall correlograms (P = 0.000, 0.031, 0.000 respectively). The t b allele
showed, using Moran's I index, a significant monotonic cline, with the first distance
class (DC) (0-393 kin) significantly positive and the last DC (1573-1966 km)
significantly negative. The same tendency was shown using Geary's c coefficient. The
case of the l allele was a clear example of genetic differentiation at a long distance,
greater than 1180 km, between the populations using Moran's I index. The first two
DC were significantly positive (0-393 km and 393-786 kin), while the last two DC
were significantly negative (1180-1573 km and 1573-1966 km). In the case of Geary's
c coefficient, only 4DC was significantly negative. The W allele, using both indices,
showed a significant circular cline. That is, there was a strong cline in the first 1180 km
(with 1DC highly positive and 3DC highly negative), and in 4DC and 5DC these coefficients were again positive. The a allele showed a significantly negative coefficient in 5DC
(1573 - 1966 km) and significantly positive in 1DC. However, the global c orrelogram of the
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a allele was not significant. On the contrary, tlae remaining alleles (O, d and S) did not show
either type of spatial structure. The average correlogram for the seven loci studied showed
a progressive decline of genetic similarity as geographical distances increased (table 4).
3.5.2 Analysis of similarity between the variable surfaces
There was a weak correlation between the seven genetic variable surfaces analysed with
these 14 European populations. There was only one significant correlation (t b vs l,
r = 0.725, P = 0.0034), which was 4.76% of significant correlation pairs. Obviously,
this value is not greater than the 5% type I error. Therefore, there was no significant
correlation structure between the variables analysed.
3.5.3 Similarity analysis of correlograms
Only a pair of variables (d-S: DManhatt. n =0"080, using Moran's I index) showed a
Manhattan distance value lower than 0"1 for their autocorrelation coefficients. This means
that only 4.76% of Manhattan distance pairs between the autocorrelation spatial coefficients showed values lower than 0.1. Sinfilarly, using Geary's c only 9"52% of Manhattan's
distance pairs between the autocorrelation coefficients showed values lower than 0.2. These
values were not significantly different than the 5% type I error. Therefore, there was no
similarity in the significant spatial pattern between the variables analysed.
The spatiai relationships between the variables changed when different spatial
autocorrelation coefficients were used (figure 6). This effect is due to the weak relationship in the spatial patterns between the seven alleles studied.
3.6 Mantel's test and regression equations
Using linear, logarithmic, exponential and power functions, I obtained significant
associations between Nei's genetic distances and the geographical distances (table 5).
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Figure 6. (a) UPGMA analysis of the spatial autocorrelation coefficients with Moran's
I index of the O, a, t b, d, l, S and Walleles studied in 14 European eat populations with five
distance classes using Manhattan distance. (b) The same but with Geary's c coefficient.
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Table 5. Nei (1972) genetic distance matrices c o m p a r i s o n s with the geographic distance
matrices (Spuhler) using a M o n t e Carlo simulation for significance and regression e q u a t i o n s
for the analysis of 14 E u r o p e a n cat populations studied. Linear, Iogarithmie, exponential and
p o w e r functions were used.
Linear regression
Dsruhl~ = 77"371187 DN~ i + 4" 378174253
r = 0'5019 (r 2 = 0 ' 2 5 1 9 , t = 5"56, 89 dr, P < 0-001
Approximate Mantel's t test: t = 4.191. Prob. r a n d o m Z > observed Z: P = 0 900.
M o n t e Carlo simulation: 2000 < Z, 0 = Z, 0 > Z. One-tail probability P ( r a n d o m Z i> observed Z) = 0-0005.
Logarithmic regression
Ds~uhl~ = 15-46037241 + 2"203781925 in DNe i
r = 0'4843 (r 2 = 0.2345), t = 5'24, 89 dr, P < 0"001
Approximate Mantel's t test: t = 4.494. Prob. r a n d o m Z > observed Z: P = 0'0000.
M o n t e Carlo simulation: 2000 < Z, 0 = Z, 0 > Z. One-tail probability P ( r a n d o m Z >1 observed Z) = 0"0005.
Exponential regression
Dspuhlo~= 3'42330208 exp (13.43907298) DN0i
r = 0.4271 0.2 = 0.1824, t = 4.46, 89 dr, P < 0.001
Approximate Mantel's t test: ~ = 3"800. Prob. r a n d o m Z > observed Z: P =0"0001.
Monte Carlo simulation: 1999 < Z, 0 = Z, 1 > Z. One-tail probability P (random Z >~ observed Z) = 0-0010.
Power regression
Dspuhle, ---=26" 18077371 DN~i 0"417876316
r = 0'4409 (r z = 0' 1944), t = 4"64, 89 dr, P < 0'001
Approximate M a n t e l ' s t test: t = 4.139. Prob. r a n d o m Z > observed Z: P = 0.0000.
M o n t e Carlo simulation: 1998 < Z, 0 = Z, 2 > Z. One-tail probability P (random Z >i observed Z) = 0-0015.

The linear model explained better the relationship between genetic and geographic
distances. In this model, the geographic distance explained 25.19% of the genetic
variability (r=0.50195, approximate Mantel's test t=4.191, P=0.000, Monte
Carlo simulation, one-tail probability P=0.0005). Using Dietz's permutations,
the Spearman and Kendall nonparametric correlations also showed significant values
between Nei's distance and geographic distances (ts= 107251.750, P=0-00000;
t~: = 320, P = 0.0025 respectively). The results resemble an isolation-by-distance model
(Barbujani 1987).

4. Discussion

4.1 Hardy- Weinberg equilibrium
The Hardy-Weinberg analysis for the 0 and S loci showed a good fit between the
expected and observed proportions. These results have been commonly reported
(Ruiz-Garcia 1991). At least at these loci, we can establish that there is no net
evolutionary agent which introduces any significant disproportion between the expected and observed frequencies. We can assume, then, that the feral populations of
cats from Girona, Roses & L'Estartit, Rimini and Venice are large enough to consider
that inbreeding due to stochastic processes and/or Wahlund's effect and/or selective
agents does not have any effect on the genotypic frequencies of these populations
(at least at the 0 and S loci).
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Temporal s~abiIiry of the genetic profiles of the cat populations

More than 25 years have elapsed between Searle's (1966) first study of Venice's cat
population and this study. This can represent between 25 and 40 generations in the life
of cats. Of the seven alleles compared, only one differed significantly (tb). This probably
means that there is apparently a noteworthy temporal stability in the genetic composition of this cat population. The same result has been obtained with other cat
populations in relatively large cities. This was the case of Barcelona and Benidorm
(Ruiz-Garcia 1991), London (Robinson 1987), Marseilles (Dreux 1975) or Lisbon (N. B.
Todd et al., personal communication). Probably, the effective sizes of these cat populations are large enough for stochastic processes (such as genetic drift) to affect their allele
frequencies. On the other hand, cat populations of small cities or villages with small
effective sizes should change their allele frequencies due to stochastic processes along
several generations (M. Ruiz-Garcia, unpublished).

4.3

Genetic heterogeneity

For the 14 European populations used, the genetic heterogeneity was highly significant
(mean FsT value of 0.069). All seven loci showed significant heterogeneity. However,
this global value was relatively low compared to many other Fsr values for other
organisms in geographical areas as large as Europe (Wright 1978; Chesser 1983;
Barrowctough 1983; Scribner et al. 1991; Ruiz-Garcia 1994b). For example, for
Mus musculus in Europe (FsT= 0"159; Navajas-Navarro and Britton-Davidian 1989),
Rat~us norvegicus in North and South America (FsT = 0.12-0.17; Cramer et al. 1988),
Capra ibex in Italy (FsT = 0.092 and 0.212; Scribner 1993), Marmota marmota in Austria
(Fsr-= 0-20; Preleuthner and Pinsker 1993), Sorex cinereus in Canada (FsT = 0.155;
Stewart et al. 1993) and Odocoiteus virginianus in northern New York (Fs~ = 0.12;
Mathews and Porter 1993). These FsT values are notably higher than those observed for
cat populations. This means that probably there was a higher amount of genetic
differentiation in these species than in the domestic cat. A possible explanation is that
the gene flow in Fells catus is notably higher than in these other species, probably by the
action of human transport. Nevertheless, although the amount of genetic heterogeneity
was relatively low, it was statistically significant. Trexler (1988) showed that in an island
model of Wright (1931, 1943), if Nm > 1, the gene flow is high enough to erase the
genetic heterogeneity between the populations that are in equilibrium between gene
drift and gene flow. In a stepping-stone model, this value must be larger than 4. In both
models, a value o f N m < 0"5 meant that the isolation between the populations was very
strong. Nevertheless, significant heterogeneity was observed in the present study.
Speith (1974) argued that a strong deviation of the island model's assumptions could
cause these results. A better explanation of this apparent theoretical dispute perhaps is
the one by Allendorf and Phelps (1981). These authors showed by means of simulation
models that the most correct interpretation of Nm > 1 was that the populations shared
the same alleles though not necessarily with the same allele frequencies. They found
significant differences in allele divergence in 50% of the generations with a very high
gene flow (Nm = 50), and on most ocassions when Nm = 10.
It would be very interesting to know the differential contributioin to the genetic
heterogeneity introduced by each one of the loci studied. For instance, W (Fsr = 0-003)
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or S (FsT = 0-01) contributed a relatively low amount of genetic heterogeneity, while t b
(Fsa. = 0-211) contributed a higher amount of it. There are two basic explanations for
these results. From a neutral point of view it is possible that each of the alleles studied
was introduced into (and/or originated in) Western Europe at different historical
periods and with different ecological and demographic pararneters and different
temporal and spatial scales. Some of these parameters could have been effective
population sizes (N~), migration rates per generation (m), number of colonists (K),
extinction rates per generation (eo), etc. Moreover, Slatkin (1977), Wade and McCauley
(1988) showed that the Fsv values for each gene studied could be different in the
populations of a given area if the sources of the migrant individuals and if the way in
which new colonies and populations were established (migrant pool, propagule pool,
etc.) were different. It is very likely that different cities and areas in Western Europe had
differences in all these parameters in a temporal and in a spatial sense. Additionally, the
possibility of differential gene flow following different commercial and historical routes
in Western Europe accompanied by splitting and pooling of populations by historical
causes should generate different genetic heterogeneities (Fsa-) for each gene analysed.
A second explanation could be offered from a selective point of view. Selective agents
differentially acting on each locus, for instance the action of some diversifying selective
agent over some loci and/or the action of uniform selective pressures over other loci,
should generate strong differences between the genetic heterogeneities of each gene
studied. Moreover, the two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive and could be valid
simultaneously. Presently, 1 cannot decide between the two hypotheses.

4.4

Spatial autocorrelation

The spatial autocorrelation analysis showed that the significant genetic heterogeneity
found in the seven loci studied was organized with very different spatial trends for each
one of them. Using both Moran's i index and Geary's c coefficient, I noticed that there
were three genes (t b, I and W) which showed a significant overall spatial structure. The
O, a, d and S alleles, however, did not show significant global correlograms. As we have
previously seen, the t ~ allele showed a clear rnonotonic cline. The I allele showed a case
of differentiation at long distance. The W allele showed a strong monotonic cline in the
first 1000-1200km of geographical separation between populations, but at larger
distances populations showed, again, more similar p (W) frequencies.
The existence of a high percentage of significant autocorrelation coefficients (25"7 %
and 14.3% for Moran's I index and Geary's c coefficient respectively) suggests that
there is a noteworthy spatial structure for these genes along this part of Europe. The
monotonic clinal trend of the average correlogram also showed globally that when
geograpahical distance increased, there was a progressive decrease of genetic similarity
between these European cat populations. However, the low percentages of significant
correlation between the variables and the low percentages of Manhattan distances
lower than 0"1 (and 0.2) between pairs of autocorrelation coefficients showed that each
one of these variables has developed an independent spatial structure. This means that
in all cases studied, the spatial pattern in each variable with respect to others is highly
different. The spatial evolutionary events, which have affected each one of these
variables, have been very different and the explanations are the same as those used to
explain the different Fst values above.
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Only the t b and l alleles seemed to have a high significant correlation. Perhaps certain
neutralistic and/or selective (individual or collectively) evolutionary agents have
affected this pair of genes in a similar way in this area of Europe (Great Britain, France,
Italy, northeastern Spain [Catalonia] and the Balearics).

4.5 Genetic relationships between the cat populations of North Catalonia (Girona,
Roses & L'Estart.it) and Adriatic Italy (Rimini and Venice) with other European
populations
(i) North Catalonian populations. Studies conducted previously in Catalonia showed
that there is a strong genetic resemblance between the Catalonian cat populations and
certain cat populations in the eastern Mediterranean and in North Africa, with respect
to the genes that control colour and length of coat (Ruiz-Garcia 1988, 1990bcd, 1991,
1994a). The Catalonian cat populations, however, were very distant, genetically
speaking, to the French and British ones. Some of the French populations were
relatively close to the Catalonian ones (such as Arles, Le Cailar, Aimarques, Marseille
and Nice). Nevertheless, these cities showed little genetic similarity with the Catalonian
populations. However, these populations were located in the central and southern
areas of Catalonia. For this reason, we formulated several questions in the introduction. The answers to these questions are the following:
(a) Up to the Roses's latitude, no increase in the genetic similarity between Catalonian
and French populations was observed in the northern Catalonian populations studied
(about 20 kilometres south of the French fi'ontier). If this happens, it should be in
Catalonian populations located more in the north and not yet sampled.
(b) The new Catalonian populations sampled in the north of this area remained highly
similar to other populations sampled in the centre and south of Catalonia. These
northern Catalonian populations showed strong genetic differences with the French
ones.

(c) At the level of the Roses population, I did not find any genetic hybrid or transition
zone between the Catalonian and French populations. For the moment, the separation
between both 'genic pools' seems to be drastic.
(d) More Catalonian populations close to the French frontier (for instance Pyrenean
populations) and populations in southern France (French Catalonia) must be analysed
to find the separation between Catalonian and French pools.
It is probable that some human historical movements as the Muslim advance through
the Iberian peninsula (in general) and in Catalonia (in particular) during 700-1200 AD was
accompanied by an important introduction of Muslim cats. Another very important
historical event that could explain the strong genetic differences between the Catalonian
and the French cat populations is the extraordinarily strong historical and commercial
relationships between Catalonia (Barcelona, especially), the eastern Mediterranean
(Greece) and North Africa during the 13th and 16th centuries. Barcelona, the capital of
Catalonia, became most important in the western Mediterranean area with direct contact
with eastern Mediterranean and North African harbours in 14th and 15th centuries. For
instance, several important Greek cities were dominated by Catalans for one century.
Probably, Catalans introduced a significant number of cats into Catalonia from the eastern
Mediterranean and North Africa. Most likely, this event did not happen in the French and
other Western European populations.
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(ii) Adriatic Italian populations. The now-sampled Italian populations (Rimini and
Venice) are highly similar to other Italian populations like Rome (Lloyd eraI. 1983),
Alassio (R. Robinson, unpublished), San Remo, Bordiguera and Riccione (M. RuizGarcia, in preparation). The analyses carried out in this work showed that every one of
the Western European countries studied had cat populations with a characteristic gene
pool. Probably, the human frontiers are specific points of relatively low gene flow and
admixture between the cat populations of different countries at least in this area of
Europe. It is very likely that Klein's (1993) statement was true: 'the human political
frontiers are frontiers, too, for the genic pools of their cat populations'.
Presently, we have available only data about Mendelizing morphological markers of
these cat populations. Our idea is to obtain in future complementary data of blood
allozymes and DNA mitochondrial markers for doing a comparative analysis in the
same populations between these markers and the Mendelizing morphological markers
used in this work.
Prof. J. B. S. Haldane probably never imagined that his idea of studying London's
cats would inspire the development of a big area in population genetics. Presently,
more than 400 populations have been analysed throughout the world. For this reason,
this study is dedicated to the memory of the unforgettable Prof. J. B. S. Haldane.
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